Stay connected with your HVAC equipment – anytime, anywhere

For over two years, Intelligent Equipment™ has provided unprecedented visibility into HVAC system performance. Now Daikin is making remote access just as easy with IE Express. IE Express connects directly to your Daikin rooftop unit or air-cooled chiller to give you access to your HVAC unit from any connected device, anywhere in the world.

IE Express offers a low-cost, entry-level solution to cloud equipment controls, for those who don’t need the Energy Management Module (EMM) found in the Intelligent Equipment.

• Building owners and facility managers will appreciate how easy it is to keep occupants comfortable and productive with the IE Express Customer Dashboard. It’s an intuitive dashboard designed specifically for non-technical end-users. It allows any manager to quickly and easily monitor individual HVAC units as well as multiple units in different buildings in order to maintain peak operating efficiency and reduce total lifecycle costs.

• Building owners can also grant access to service managers. The specially designed Technician Dashboard allows technicians to manage and diagnose units remotely, for reduced maintenance costs. Technicians can get equipment maintenance notifications and see a running history of all service performed on the unit, ensuring the unit operates at peak performance, from the initial commissioning and start-up to ongoing maintenance and operation changes.

Get the freedom and control to manage your HVAC equipment, wherever you go.

» Preventative unit maintenance: Increase unit uptime and extend equipment life with preventative maintenance notifications based on actual run time, not age.

» Unit diagnostics: Get – or send your technician – notifications or alarms that specify exactly what is going with a specific unit. Notifications are in plain language, eliminating guesswork from the diagnosis.

» Unlimited data: IE Express stores data in the cloud, so you can get unlimited real-time unit data.

» Easy user interface: You don’t need to be a controls expert to use the intuitive user interface.

» Low cost: IE Express is designed for simple and easy retrofitting in the field. Because it’s plug-n-play, there are no programming fees to track the data you want to see. Your annual software subscription (SaaS, “software as a service”) provides connection to the cloud and your PC or mobile device.

Contact your Daikin Applied Sales Representative today. Find your sales representative and learn more about Daikin Intelligent Equipment at www.DaikinApplied.com.